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The dynamical properties of longitudinal and transverse conduction of NbSe3 single crystals have been

simultaneously studied when the current is applied along the b axis (chain direction). In the vicinity of the

threshold electric field for charge-density-wave sliding, the transverse conduction sharply decreases.

When a rf field is applied, voltage Shapiro steps for longitudinal transport are observed as usual but also

current Shapiro steps in the transverse direction. The possible mechanisms of this effect are discussed.
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One of the most interesting properties of quasi-one-

dimensional conductors with a charge-density-wave

(CDW) ground state is their nonlinear electronic transport

associated with the collective motion of the CDW above a

depinning threshold electric field Et [1]. In Ref. [2], it was

shown that, when a voltage near threshold is applied to a

crystal of o-TaS3 which is free to distort, the crystal twists

by a small rotation angle, achieving several degrees as a

result of torsional strain. This effect was associated with

surface shear of the CDW coupled to the crystal shear that

obviously results from some deformation of the CDW in

the transverse direction. These data indicate that some

peculiarities in transverse properties take place when the

longitudinal electric field overcomes Et.

In the present Letter, we report for the first time obser-

vation of dynamical effects in transverse conduction in

NbSe3 when the CDW is sliding along the chains.

NbSe3 is a layered quasi-one-dimensional conductor

exhibiting two incommensurate CDW transitions at Tp1 ¼

145 K and Tp2 ¼ 59 K [1]. The Peierls transitions in this

material are not complete, and ungapped carriers remain in

small pockets at the Fermi level. As a result, NbSe3 keeps

metallic properties down to the lowest temperatures. The

crystal lattice of NbSe3 is monoclinic with the b axis being

parallel to the CDW chains and corresponding to maxi-

mum conductivity. NbSe3 single crystals have a ribbon

shape with a long size coinciding with the CDW chain

direction and the width along the c axis.

For the experiment, we selected only high qualityNbSe3
single crystals with a thickness ð0:3–0:4Þ �m and a width

60–100 �m. The crystals selected were cleaned in oxygen

plasma, glued on sapphire substrates, and patterned into a

ten-probe configuration from the single crystal itself with

the help of electron lithography. A scanning electron mi-

croscopy image of one such structure is shown in Fig. 1.

The width of the sample is 20 �m. The distance between

probes 1–2, 2–4, 4–6, 6–8, and 8–10 is 100, 100, 50, 100,

and 100 �m, correspondingly. The width of contacts 2, 3,

8, and 9 are 10 �m; the width of contacts 4, 5, 6, and 7 are

3 �m. Three such structures were prepared and measured.

In the Hall-bar geometry (Fig. 1) without any magnetic

field, in the Ohmic regime, with the current applied along

the chain axis [3], we have measured a finite voltage Vtr

across the potential leads. In the normal state between

room temperature and Tp1, this voltage is weak; its mag-

nitude and sign may depend on the exact current direction

with a temperature dependence slightly positive or nega-

tive (even null), as it was checked by injecting the transport

current through the two pairs of contact, 2–3 and 8–9, each

pair being connected through variable resistors. Vtr is also

dependent on the sample inhomogeneity. Then, for study-

ing properties of the transverse conduction in the

longitudinal CDW sliding state, it is appropriate to have

well-defined transverse components of the electronic trans-

port. With this respect, we used the pairs of contacts 2–9 or

3–8 as current electrodes. For transverse voltage Vtr, mea-

surements were performed through the opposite potential

probes 4–5 and 6–7. The longitudinal drop of voltage, VL,

was measured on 4–6 or 5–7 contacts. The disturbing

voltage signals (thermoelectric, etc.) were eliminated by

reversing the transport current in the measurements of the

FIG. 1. Image of one of the samples.
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temperature dependencies VLðTÞ and VtrðTÞ. Although we

measure a transverse voltage, it is more convenient to use

resistance rather than voltage in the analysis of the data;

then we define RL ¼ VLðTÞ=I and Rtr ¼ VtrðTÞ=I. For

studying nonstationary effects, a radio frequency (rf) cur-

rent was superposed on the dc current by using contacts 1

and 10 via two capacitors.

The temperature dependencies RLðTÞ and RtrðTÞ at dif-
ferent currents are shown in Fig. 2. The qualitatively same

dependencies were observed for the three structures we

measured. In the Ohmic regime, the RLðTÞ dependence at
I ¼ 0:02 mA [inset in Fig. 2(b)] has the conventional

shape for the resistance variation along the conducting

chains in NbSe3 in the static pinned state. As can be

seen, a qualitatively different dependence takes place for

RtrðTÞ at the same current [inset in Fig. 2(b)]. The tem-

perature dependence of Rtr does not follow at all the

resistance RcðTÞ measured at constant current applied

along the c-axis direction [4] but exhibits a sharp drop at

Tp1 and Tp2. That indicates moreover a negligible contri-

bution to Vtr from the longitudinal voltage variation, which

may have resulted possibly due to a misalignment of

potential probes or to current injection not strictly parallel

to the conducting chains.

The appearance of this electric potential normal to the

transport current has been attributed to fluctuations of the

critical temperature of the Peierls transition. It has also

been demonstrated that the transverse voltage is propor-

tional to the derivative of the longitudinal voltage, Vtr /
dRL=dT (Fig. 4 in Ref. [3]).

CDWs start to slide for transport current I * 40 �A

inducing significant changes in both transverse and longi-

tudinal resistances. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), maxima of

RL observed below Tp1 and Tp2 decrease as usual, indicat-

ing the increase of conductivity due to the CDW sliding.

The opposite picture is observed in the Rtr behavior

[Fig. 2(b)]: A strong increase of the transverse voltage

takes place below Tp1 and Tp2, indicating the decrease of

conductivity. As the CDW cannot slide transversely to

chains [5], the electronic transport in this direction can

be attributed only to uncondensed carriers and/or to the

conversion CDW—normal carriers.

In Fig. 3, we have drawn the current-voltage character-

istics (IVc) in the transverse VtrðIÞ (red curve) and the

longitudinal VLðIÞ (blue curve) directions measured simul-

taneously for the low temperature CDW (T ¼ 55 K).

Figure 4 shows the derivatives dVtr=dIðIÞ (red curve) and

dVL=dIðIÞ (blue curve) for the high temperature CDW

(T ¼ 130 K). The curves for the longitudinal direction

are typical IVc: The Ohmic behavior is observed at low

current, and the excess CDW current appears above the

threshold current It resulting from CDW sliding. For the

transverse direction the IVc present the following features:
(i) For both CDWs in the vicinity of the threshold current

It, defined as the beginning of the decrease of dVL=dI,
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FIG. 2 (color online). Temperature dependencies of

(a) longitudinal resistance, Rb ¼ VL=I, for sample 1, at different

currents; (b) transverse resistance Rtr ¼ Vtr=I at the same values

of current. The inset in (b) shows RðTÞ for longitudinal (red

curve) and transverse directions (blue curve) in the static CDW

state.
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FIG. 3 (color online). VtrðIÞ (red curve) and VLðIÞ (blue curve)
measured at T ¼ 55 K for sample 3.
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a sharp increase of dVtr=dI is observed. Below this current,

IVc have an Ohmic character. (ii) The increase of dVtr=dI
(indicated by red dotted lines) occurs at a current which is

less than the threshold current for CDW sliding (indicated

by blue dotted lines).

The joint application of dc and rf driving fields leads to

the appearance of harmonic and subharmonic Shapiro

steps in the longitudinal dc IV characteristics [1]. In the

present work, we have observed Shapiro steps in both

longitudinal and transverse directions below Tp1 and Tp2.

Figure 5 shows dVtr=dIðIÞ (red curve) and dVL=dIðIÞ (blue
curve) at 135 K under application of a rf field with a

frequency 49.64 MHz. As can be seen, Shapiro steps for

longitudinal transport appear in the differential resistance

dVL=dIðIÞ characteristic as spikes, as usual; that corre-

sponds to voltage steps. On the contrary, in the

dVtr=dIðIÞ characteristic, minima in the differential resist-

ance are observed, that corresponding to Shapiro current

steps. Note that, in our experimental conditions of a low rf

power and consequently without complete mode locking,

we observe Shapiro steps in transverse transport with a

larger amplitude and much more pronounced features

when compared to those in the longitudinal direction.

Thus, the data indicate that nonlinearity in VtrðIÞ occurs
at a smaller threshold field than in VLðIÞ. It has to be noted
that the threshold field in elastic measurements, and par-

ticularly in the shear compliance data, was also shown to

be below that for changes in transport measurements [6].

Voltage-induced torsional strain is also initiated at a volt-

age below the transport longitudinal threshold, suggesting

that the torsional crystal strain is caused by deformations of

the CDW rather than by the CDW current. This torsional

strain was attributed to CDW wave fronts being twisted,

even without applied voltage and due, for instance, to

contacts or defects [7].

One may consider the possibility that current density

inhomogeneity results from lateral current injection

through electrodes 2–9 or 3–8, in the vicinity of which

the electric field is stronger. Then, depinning may occur

near these electrodes at a lower threshold than that between

electrodes 4–5 or 6–7. However, we have measured

dVL=dIðIÞ characteristics with current injection from con-

tacts 2–8 and from 1–10 and found a difference of less than

2%. In addition, a strong current inhomogeneity which

should account for the difference of around 20% between

longitudinal and transverse threshold should lead the

threshold characteristic to get smeared. In contrast, as

seen in Fig. 4, we observe very sharp dV=dIðIÞ character-
istics longitudinally and transversally with well-defined

threshold fields. That allows us to conclude that current

density inhomogeneity in the measuring part of the sample

cannot be the explanation of the effect we are reporting.

The fact that Et1 in the transverse direction is less than

the longitudinal Et, but close to it, means that CDW

deformations are necessary for CDW sliding. This CDW

deformation may be considered a precursor of sliding. One

can then propose the statement in which it is the change in

transverse coherence which triggers the longitudinal CDW

motion. Thus, when a longitudinal electric field is applied

up to Et1 < Et, the CDW is deformed up to a certain

critical value, above which the transverse CDW coherence

is lost. This proposed scenario is in agreement with the

results of Refs. [8,9], where, from high-resolution x-ray

scattering measurements, a strong reduction of the trans-

verse correlation was observed when the CDW moves.

Thus, due to the loss of transverse coherence in motion,
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FIG. 4 (color online). Vtr=dIðIÞ (red curve) and dVL=dIðIÞ
(blue curve) measured at T ¼ 130 K for sample 3. Dotted lines

indicate the beginning of the increase of the transverse voltage

and the decrease of longitudinal voltage.
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FIG. 5 (color online). dVtr=dIðIÞ (red curve) and dVL=dIðIÞ
(blue curve) measured at T ¼ 135 K for sample 3 under appli-

cation of a rf field with frequency 49.64 MHz. The inset shows

the exact position of the corresponding transverse (red) and

longitudinal (blue) Shapiro steps.
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CDW velocities are distributed along filaments in the b
axis.

Because of the presence of impurities in or between

chains, a configuration similar to weak links (tunnel con-

tact) between adjacent CDW filaments can be realized. In

such a configuration, significant phase shift appears be-

tween CDW chains. It was theoretically shown by

Artemenko and Volkov [10,11] that the transverse current

comprises a term proportional to the cosine of the CDW

phase difference between neighboring chains. Let us first

consider the simple case when the CDW slides with differ-

ent velocities along two chains coupled by a weak link;

then the phases vary with time, and alternating tunneling

current is generated transversely to the chain direction with

a frequency depending on the longitudinal electric field.

When an external alternating signal acts on the sample, a

resonance will be observed for a fixed Vtr if the frequency

of the external field and that of the characteristic oscilla-

tions coincide. As a result, current Shapiro steps will

appear in the transverse IV characteristics. This effect

shows some analogy with the time-dependent Josephson

effect in weakly linked superconductors. However, in a

macroscopic sample, the CDW phase fluctuates because

the presence of impurities or takes different values in

different domains which may wash out the time-dependent

phenomena. However, experimentally, we have observed

more pronounced features of Shapiro steps in the trans-

verse direction than in the longitudinal one (Fig. 5). That

may imply a specific synchronization between oscillations

from all the weak links in the sample.

It may have another possible explanation in which the

alternating tunneling current takes its origin at the elec-

trodes 4–5 or 6–7; at these places, the CDW is time-

dependent along the chain axis but not time-dependent in

the electrode where the CDW remains pinned, realizing

thus a (nearly perfect) junction. However, it has to be

envisaged that this macroscopic junction (size of

2–3 �m) must be composed of many microscopic weak

links with characteristic dimension of the order of the

amplitude CDW coherence length, which is the frame of

the theoretical model of Artemenko and Volkov [11].

In summary, we have measured for the first time the

dynamical properties which occur in the transverse direc-

tion to the conducting chains in NbSe3 single crystals,

when the CDW slides along the chains. At an electric field

less than the longitudinal threshold one for CDW sliding, a

sharp decrease in transverse conductivity takes place that

may result from induced phase shifts between CDW

chains. Under the joint application of dc and rf driving

fields, pronounced current Shapiro steps in transverse

transport have been observed. The results were tentatively

explained in the frame of Artemenko-Volkov theory

[10,11]. Note that it would be worthwhile to consider the

effect of the transverse voltage we have measured in other

nonlinear transport CDW phenomena with induced CDW

deformations.
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